
Scan me!

What are the Benefits?

Talk to one of our experts today about
any of the services we offer.

Full-stack development, an incredibly elegant art. Skilled full-stack developers are in high
demand, so getting one might not go as planned. And some may not have the ability to cover
all your project needs, now you are left with hiring multiple people on the fly and trying to
create cohesion. In our experience, that usually doesn’t go so well. At Poeta, we have a whole
team, full of senior full-stack developers at the ready. Front-end, back-end, or anything in
between for apps or sites, we have it covered from A to Z. Making your project look easy. 

What We Offer
Expertise Your A-Team Adaptability

How Can We Help?

At Poeta, we have the crew for
you. Carefully chosen and
dedicated masters in HTML,
CSS, JavaScript, jQuery, PHP,
Python and more. Using our
distributed team model, we will
give you the best talent for your
project regardless of
geography. 

This custom team will have its
own Product Owner that will
run point for your project. We
find you the best solution and
update you on its status while
being responsive to your plans
and any questions and
concerns you might have.
Poeta will be there every step
of the way. 

So your project is starting to get
up and running, so now you
wonder if you need the whole
team? Not to worry, our teams
are designed to adjust to your
changes and growth, so after
you are up and running right
away and have all the support
you need, we can scale back to
your needs just as easily. 

300 Products Launched and 15
Years of Experience — Poeta has
been creating expertly made
applications and experiences that
delight customers.

In a market of short supply and high demand, opportunities to have a full-stack development team
are few and far between—especially a team armed with senior full-stack developers to tend to your
every need. Offering a full service for front-end, back-end and all the key steps in between to get
your website, software or application up and running using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery, PHP and
more is a rarity. Frankly, it’s one of the many ways we differentiate and deliver a beautiful client and
user experience. 

The benefits of having a dedicated full-stack development team gives you the ability to streamline
your project and get it done with our team. Having one team work together and avoid hiring
outside from multiple firms to build your team is an ideal situation. This will give a haircut on your
costs as you don’t have to outsource your work, eliminating the overhead of new staff for contract-
based work. After designing your system, Poeta recognizes that the system’s maintenance is crucial
to product functionality. Our team is committed to not just building your project, but maintaining
and optimizing it. We will consistently adapt to your wants and needs. 

Streamlined Product Delivery: 
Having a dedicated full-stack development team
allows you the collaboration, cohesion and
flexibility through one entity to get your project
done. 

Constant Support: 
Maintenance is essential to product
functionality. Even after your team has
completed building your project, our team’s
commitment to maintaining and optimizing it for
ideal functionality

Cost Efficient: 
Instead of hiring and paying multiple developers
and outsourcing to collaborate on one job. Who
likes taking on overhead staff for contract-based
work while still allowing them to control the
project? Yeah, didn’t think so. 

Adaptability: 
A full-stack development team is fully equipped
to handle all your needs and adjust to changing
project demands. 


